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asic estions

� Since the end of WWII, the average tari¤ fell from over 40 percent to below

4 percent. Ethier (2002): "History�s greatest act of deliberate economic

policy making"

� GATT/WTO negotiations were an important driving force of this liberal-
ization

�What is the purpose of trade negotiations? And what is the role played by

the fundamental GATT/WTO principles of reciprocity and nondiscrimina-
tion?



enchmar

� My benchmar� is the standard neoclassical theory of GATT/WTO nego�

tiations� �mportant contrib�tions incl�de Johnson �1953�195��, Grossman

and �elpman �1995�, Bagwell and Staiger �1999�

� This theory arg�es that GATT/WTO negotiations help governments inter�

nali	e a terms�of�trade externality� �t also arg�es that this is the only trade

policy externality GATT/WTO negotiations can be abo�t

� An alternative theory of trade agreements is provided byMaggi andRodrig�e	�
Clare �1998, 2007�� �n contrast to the standard theory and my �new trade�

theory, it does not view trade negotiations as a means to internali	e an

international trade policy externality



Contrib tions

� 
nstead of analy�ing GATT/WTO negotiations in a neoclassical environ�
ment, 
 bild on the Krgman ��9�0� �new trade� model�

� This sheds new light on GATT/WTO negotiations between similar con�
tries

� 
t also highlights a prodction relocation e�ternality which is di�erent from

the terms�of�trade e�ternality

� This is especially interesting given that many economists have qestioned

the real�world relevance of terms�of�trade e�ects� �agwell and Staiger

�2002�� ��any economists are s�eptical as to the practical relevance of

terms�of�trade considerations for actal trade policy negotiations�� Krg�
man ��99��� �This optimal tari�argment plays almost no role in real�world

trade disptes�



ain idea

� The main idea is that GATT/WTO negotiations governed by the princi�

ples of reciprocity and nondiscrimination help governments internali�e a

prod�ction relocation e�ternality

� �ach government imposes import tari s in an attempt to host more of

the world�s man�fact�ring �rms �! prisoner�s dilemma �! principles of

reciprocity and nondiscrimination help governments escape this prisoner�s

dilemma by ens�ring that tari changes no longer entail prod�ction reloca�

tions



redecessors

�While ! am, ! believe, the #rst to st$dy trade negotiations in a %r$gman

&'9*0+model, ! am by no means the #rst to st$dy trade policy in this model

� Venables &'9*,+ shows that tari/s can improve welfare in a%r$gman &'9*0+

model thro$gh a price inde0 e/ect

� Gros &'9*,+ shows that tari/s can also improve welfare in a%r$gman &'9*0+

model thro$gh a terms2of2trade e/ect

� The price inde0 e/ect $nderlies my arg$ment6 ! follow 9elpman and %r$g2
man &'9*9+ in developing a version of the %r$gman &'9*0+ model which

isolates this e/ect



Overview

� ;n the <rst part, ; develop the basic two=co>ntry model@ ; >se this model to

establish that the non=cooperative eA>ilibri>mis ine¢ cient and demonstrate

how the principle of reciprocity helps co>ntries overcome this ine¢ ciency

� ;n the second part, ; present a three=co>ntry eCtension of the basic model

and >se it to eval>ate the joint f>nctioning of the principles of reciprocity

and nondiscrimination



asic model set p

� Preferences are CobbDFoGglas with CLS

U =

2

4
n+n�Z
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��

��1
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� Technology is NRS in the manGfactGring sector and CRS in the oGtside good

sector

lM = f + cqM

lY = qY

� The manGfactGring goods marOet is monopolistically competitive and the

oGtside good marOet is perfectly competitive



asic model ass mptions regarding trade costs

� Trade costs apply only to manQfactQring goods and are of the SamQelson

RS9T2U �iceberg� type

� These �iceberg� trade costs consist of transport costs and trade barriers,

where the trade barriers are policy instrQmentsW Xor concreteness, Y refer to

them as tariZs henceforth

� = � + �

�� = � + � �



asic model additional ass mptions

� Transport costs are s[\ ciently large so that the man[fact[ring sector is

always active in both co[ntries ]precise restriction on � in the paper^_ This

is to avoid [ninteresting corner sol[tions

� `emand for man[fact[ring goods is s[\ ciently small so that the o[tside

good sector is always active in both co[ntries ]precise restriction on � in

the paper^_ This ens[res, together with the above ass[mptions on o[tside

good technology, maraet str[ct[re, and trade costs, that there is no role for

termsbofbtrade ecects



asic model tility ma imi ation

� demand for manefactering goods fpY � 1! w = 1g

m (i) + ��m� (i) = �L
p (i)��

G1��
+ �L���1��

p (i)��

G�1��

�m (j) +m� (j) = �L�1��
p� (j)��

G1��
+ �L�

p� (j)��

G�1��

� demand for oetside good

Y = (1� �)L

Y � = (1� �)L�



asic model pro t ma imi ation free entry

� hroit malimimation yields

p (i) = p� (j) =
�c

� � 1
� p

� Therefore, the mannfactnring price indices simplify to

G = p
�
n + n��1��

� 1

1��

G� = p
�
n��1�� + n�

� 1

1��

� oree entry repnires

q = q� =
f (� � 1)

c
l = l� = f�



asic model man fact ring sector mar et clearing

� ransfactsring martet clearing revsires

q = �L
p��

G1��
+ �L�

��1��p��

G�1��
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�1��p��

G1��
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G�1��

� This can be solved for the mansfactsring price indices
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asic model man fact ring sector mar et clearing

� These manwfactwring price indices can be solved for the eywilibriwm �nwm{

ber� of manwfactwring |rms

n =
�

qp

�
L

1� ��1��
�
L��1��

1� �1��

�

n� =
�

qp

�
L�

1� �1��
�

L��1��

1� ��1��

�

� Notice that the world nwmber of manwfactwring |rms is constant

n + n� =
� (L + L�)

qp



asic model welfare and terms of trade

�Welfare is decreasing in the man}fact}ring price inde~

V = �� (1� �)(1��)LG��

V � = �� (1� �)(1��)L�G���

� Notice that world prices are �~ed in this environment so that there can be

no role for terms�of�trade e�ects



asic model noncooperative e ilibri m

Lemma 1 Suppose governments choose tari¤s simultaneously, Home maxi-

mizing V and Foreign maximizing V �. Then the unique trembling-hand perfect

Nash equilibrium is autarky

� �f governments ma�imi�e their citi�ens� welfare, the �rob�st� noncooperative

e��ilibri�m is a�tar�y

� �ach co�ntry�s welfare is generally monotonically increasing in its tari��
This is beca�se each co�ntry�s price inde� is generally monotonically de�
creasing in its tari�

� Underlying this are two opposing e�ects of a tari� on the price inde�� the

import price e�ect and the prod�ction relocation e�ect� The prod�ction

relocation e�ect generally dominates in e��ilibri�m



asic model e ciency loc s

Lemma 2 The set of Pareto-e¢cient tari¤ combinations consists of all (� ; � �)

such that (� ; � �) = (any possible � ; 0) or (� ; � �) = (0; any possible � �)

� There generally e�ists a bilateral tari� red�ction, which red�ces one co�n�

try�s price inde� witho�t a�ecting the other co�ntry�s price inde� by ap�

propriately balancing import price and prod�ction relocation e�ect

� �owever, bilateral tari� red�ctions are only possible if tari�s are positive

in both co�ntries so that �areto improvements cannot be achieved if tari�s

are �ero in at least one of the co�ntries



asic model main res lt

Proposition 1 The noncooperative equilibrium is ine¢cient

�While the details of lemma � and 2 clearly re�ect speci�c modeling ass�mp�

tions, proposition � capt�res a �rst f�ndamental point

� Tari�s entail an international prod�ction relocation e�ternality, which gov�

ernments fail to internali e when setting tari�s noncooperatively



asic model reciprocity de nition

De�nition 1 De�ne a tari¤ change to be reciprocal if it is such that dTBM =

0, where TBM � EXPM � IMPM and EXPM (IMPM) refers to the value

of manufacturing exports (imports)

� ¡irst application in GATT/WTO practice£ co¥ntries are re¦¥ired to see§ a

�balance of concessions� d¥ring trade liberali¨ation ©not legally bindingª

� Second application inGATT/WTOpractice£ co¥ntries are entitled to �with«
draw s¥bstantially e¦¥ivalent concessions� if a trading partner increases pre«
vio¥sly bo¥nd tari¬s ©legally bindingª



asic model reciprocity

Lemma 3 Tari¤ changes leave the number of �rms unchanged in both coun-

tries if and only if they are reciprocal

� This is becase

n =
�L + EXPM � IMPM

qp
=
�L

qp
+
TBM

qp

� ®f tari¯ changes are reciprocal, shifts in domestic consmer e°penditre

towards domestic goods are e°actly o s̄et by shifts in foreign consmer

e°penditre away from these goods ±and vice versa²



asic model reciprocity

Proposition 2 Reciprocal trade liberalization (trade protection) monotonically

increases (decreases) welfare in both countries

� ³t follows from lemma ´ that the principle of reciprocity neµtrali¶es the

prodµction relocation e·ect¸ ¹ence, if trade is liberali¶ed reciprocally the

nµmber of ºrms remains µnchanged in both coµntries and prices fall becaµse

of the import price e·ect

�While the details of lemma ´ again re»ect speciºc modeling assµmption, this

resµlt captµres a second fµndamental point¸ The principle of reciprocity

ma¼es coµntries internali¶e the prodµction relocation e½ternality by rµling

oµt changes in the manµfactµring trade balance



asic model reciprocity

� S¾ppose that, starting at the noncooperative e¿¾ilibri¾m, Àome ass¾mes

the leadership in trade negotiations

� Áirst applicationÂ Àome immediately has an incentive to initiate reciprocal

trade liberaliÃation, which monotonically increases welfare in all co¾ntriesÄ
Second applicationÂ Àome never has an incentive to increase its tariÅ so

that negotiated tariÅ concessions can be sec¾red

� Æn s¾mmary, the principle of reciprocity th¾s helps governments overcome

the ineÇ cient noncooperative e¿¾ilibri¾m in a way, which monotonically

increases welfare in both co¾ntries



tended model set p

� È focÉs on the simplest possible setÉp that allows for discriminatory tariÊ

settingË There are now three coÉntriesÌ Íome, Îoreign Ï, and Îoreign 2Ë

Íome trades with Îoreign Ï and Îoreign 2, bÉt Îoreign Ï and Îoreign 2

only trade with Íome so that only Íome can set discriminatory tariÊs

� Îor simplicity, È now also assÉme that coÉntries are symmetricË Ðverything

else is ÑÉst as in the basic model

� The notation is a straightforward generaliÒation of the one Ésed beforeÌ � i
is now the tariÊ imposed by Íome against imports from Îoreign iË � �i is

now the tariÊ imposed by Îoreign i against imports from Íome



tended model noncoop e ilibri m e loc s

Lemma 4 Suppose governments choose tari¤s simultaneously, Home maxi-

mizing V , Foreign 1 maximizing V �1 , and Foreign 2 maximizing V
�

2 . Then the

unique trembling-hand perfect Nash equilibrium is autarky

Lemma 5 The set of Pareto-e¢cient tari¤ combinations consists of all (� 1; � 2; �
�

1; �
�

2)

such that (� 1; � 2; �
�

1; �
�

2) = (any possible � 1; any possible � 2; 0; 0) or (� 1; � 2; �
�

1; �
�

2) =

(0; 0; any possible � �1; any possible �
�

2)

Proposition 3 The noncooperative equilibrium is ine¢cient



tended model new e ect

� AlthoÓgh these resÓlts generaliÔe so natÓrally to the threeÕcoÓntry case,

tariÖs now have more complicated international implications× Øesides the

import price eÖect, there is now generally both a bilateral as well as a

mÓltilateral prodÓction relocation eÖect

� The bilateral prodÓction relocation eÖect is an eÖect between the two coÓnÕ

tries directly aÖected by the tariÖand is ÙÓst the prodÓction relocation eÖect

familiar from the basic model

� The mÓltilateral prodÓction relocation eÖect is a new eÖect on the third

coÓntry, which is not directly aÖected by the tariÖ× Út worÛs throÓgh

changes in Üome�s price indeÝ



tended model reciprocity de nition

De�nition 2 De�ne a tari¤ change to be bilaterally reciprocal between Home

and Foreign i if it is such that dTB�Mi = 0, where TB
�

Mi � EXP
�

Mi � IMP
�

Mi

and EXP �Mi (IMP
�

Mi) refers to the value of manufacturing exports (imports)

in country Foreign i. De�ne a tari¤ change to be multilaterally reciprocal if it
is such that dTB�M1 = dTB

�

M2 = 0

� Þilaterally reciprocal tariß changes leave the trade balance of the tariß
changing coàntry pair ànchanged

� áàltilaterally reciprocal tarißchanges leave the trade balances of both tariß
changing coàntry pairs ànchanged



tended model reciprocity

Lemma 6 Tari¤ changes leave the number of �rms unchanged in all countries

if and only if they are multilaterally reciprocal. Moreover, bilaterally reciprocal

trade liberalization (trade protection) between Home and Foreign i leaves the

number of �rms unchanged in Foreign i but increases (decreases) the number

of �rms at Home at the expense of (to the bene�t of) Foreign j, if � j <1.

� This is becaâse mâltilateral reciprocity neâtraliães both the bilateral and

the mâltilateral prodâction relocation eäect, whereas bilateral reciprocity

only neâtraliães the bilateral prodâction relocation eäect

n�i =
�L�i + EXP

�

Mi � IMP
�

Mi

qp
=
�L�i
qp

+
TB�Mi
qp



tended model reciprocity

Proposition 4 Multilaterally reciprocal trade liberalization monotonically in-

creases welfare in all countries. Bilaterally reciprocal trade liberalization be-

tween Home and Foreign i monotonically increases welfare in Home and For-

eign i but monotonically decreases welfare in Foreign j, if � j <1.

� This is again becaåse måltilateral reciprocity neåtraliæes both the bilateral

and the måltilateral prodåction relocation eçect, whereas bilateral reciè
procity only neåtraliæes the bilateral prodåction relocation eçect



tended model Timing

� ét is easy to show that, starting at the noncooperative eêëilibriëm, ìome

prefers seêëential bilateral trade negotiations to simëltaneoës mëltilateral

trade negotiations

� éntëitively, this is becaëse ìome gains only becaëse of the import price

eíect in simëltaneoës mëltilateral trade negotiations bët also becaëse of

the mëltilateral prodëction relocation eíect in seêëential bilateral trade

negotiations

� ìence, the principle of reciprocity alone is no longer sëî cient to ensëre that

negotiated tarií concessions increase welfare monotonically in all coëntries



tended model nondiscrimination

� The principle of nondiscrimination is a simple rïle forcing ðome to engage

in mïltilateral trade negotiations so that both principle ñointly ensïre that

negotiated tariò concessions increase welfare monotonically in all coïntries

� ófðome is reôïired to impose nondiscriminatory tariòs,ðome has to change

� 1 and � 1 simïltaneoïsly so that both õoreign i and õoreign ñ are then

reôïired to seeö a �balance of concessions� if ðome redïces its tariòs, and

entitled to �withdraw sïbstantially eôïivalent concessions� ifðome increases

its tariòs

� Overall, the principles of reciprocity and nondiscrimination therefore again

help coïntries overcome the ine÷ cient noncooperative eôïilibriïm in a way,

which monotonically increases welfare in all coïntries



Concl sion

� ø presented a novel theory of GATT/WTO negotiations which does not

bùild on the neoclassical trade model bùt instead on the úrùgman ûü9ý0þ

�new trade� model

� øt sheds new light on GATT/WTO negotiations between similar coùntries

� øt highlights a prodùction relocation eÿternality which is di¤erent from the

terms-of-trade eÿternality



Concl sion

� This �new trade� theory builds on a rationale for unilateral protection which

can be linked directly to trade policy debates. It emphasizes the importance

of domestic manufacturing �rms and is consistent with policymakers� pre�
occupation about domestic manufacturing jobs

� Future work: (i) introduce political economy forces, (ii) consider domestic

production subsidies, (iii) consider labor and environmental standards
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